Delivering connected solutions beyond security

VIDEO
SOLUTIONS

VIGIL CLOUD

VIGIL CLOUD
VIGIL CLOUD extends the award-winning VIGIL
Video Management System into the cloud
with enhancements designed to harness the
power, scalability, and ease of use that are the
hallmarks of cloud services. Building on our 20+
years of experience in recording and managing
video, VIGIL CLOUD brings a new paradigm
to physical security through a powerful Case
Management system that empowers users to
share critical information and insights easily
and quickly with team members and other
stakeholders. Leveraging cloud technology’s low
cost of deployment, VIGIL CLOUD delivers the
holistic view of your security system you’ve been
looking for.

Quality Live and EventBased Recorded Video
Detailed, clear multi-camera views identify
suspicious activity and prevent shrinkage
through high-resolution footage directly on the
VIGIL CLOUD Web Viewer.

Efficient Case
Management
Tired of saving video clips to a desktop folder to
review later? Too time-consuming to organize
video clips and notes needed to share with other
parties? VIGIL™ CLOUD’s Case management
is a simple, elegant way to select, store, and
annotate a single clip or a combination of
clips to be easily shared and stored for your
immediate or historical needs.

For More Information:

3xLOGIC VIGIL CLOUD

Easy Set-Up & Usability
VIGIL CLOUD is easily managed when changing
permissions or adding/removing users.
Constant upgrades and updates ensure the user
has the latest, most powerful features.

Use Cases
»

Multi-tenant buildings

»

Single or multiple store locations

»

Healthcare — Medical Centers (Surgical
Centers, Urgent Care, Dental Offices,
Outpatient Centers, Elder Care Facilities)

»

K-12 Schools, Preschools, Daycares,
Community Colleges — Larger facilities
where there are blind spots

»

Storage Facilities

www.3xlogic.com/products/vigil-cloud
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VIGIL CLOUD

Future-Proof Your Solution
YESTERDAY

TODAY

Video solutions require on-premise servers,
recorders, and software to manage cameras and
video.

Connected cameras require a smaller IT
footprint.

Sharing business critical video content quickly
and securely can be difficult.
Software updates require coordination between
several teams.

All VIGIL CLOUD cameras store video locally and
offer optional cloud backup of motion events.
Software updates are deployed
seamlessly. Video content is shared safely and
securely to authorized users.

Watch
3xLOGIC discover VIGIL CLOUD
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VIGIL CLOUD

A SIMPLE
SOLUTION TO
VIDEO
SURVEILLANCE
AND
MANAGEMENT

Features:
»

Easy to install, use and manage cameras via
cloud or 3xLOGIC server if required

»

Quality live and event-based recording,
playback and download

»

Supports all mobile and desktop browsers
inc. notifications over SMS, email and web
push

»

On camera storage can be increased easily
with a range of cloud backup options
available

»

Efficient case library, management and
share functions for centralized collaboration

»

Comprehensive account management

»

Customer First privacy controls

»

Mobile app and 3xLOGIC NVR plugin

»

VIGIL Cloud End User courses

VIGIL CLOUD
Works With:
»

High quality cameras

»

Local and cloud recording
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VIGIL CLOUD

CLOUDCAPABLE
VISIX CAMERAS

We have an array of NDAA compliant cameras to
meet the needs of different organizations.
With our seamless integration, you can have
different 3xLOGIC cloud capable cameras
installed across a site and have them work
harmoniously together, giving you the
performance and clarity needed to remain on
top of all happenings.

Features and
Benefits

Indoor / Outdoor
Vandal Proof
Mini-dome

VX-5M28-MDIAW-C128/256
VX-5M4-MD-IAW-C128/256

Outdoor Mini
Bullet
VX-5M4-MB-IW-C128/256

»

High quality images and materials

»

Flexible cloud storage options

Indoor / Outdoor
Dome with
Remote Focus

»

Direct connection for easy video backup

VX-5M-OD-RIAW-C128/256

»

Remotely accessible

»

Firmware updates scheduled and delivered

»

Reliable local storage

Outdoor Bullet
with Remote
Focus

VX-5M-B-RIAW-C128/256
VX-5M20-BRIAW-C128/256

LPC Camera

VISIX VX-5M20-BRIAL-S128, S256, S128,
S1TB
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VIGIL CLOUD

Smart
Search
VIGIL CLOUD™ SmartSearch functionality
lets you identify and review events of
interest quickly and easily – resulting in
more accurate and efficient investigations.

Video review can often be a long and tedious task, SmartSearch eliminates the need to review
hours of recorded video. Motion footage within a particular region of the scene is displayed
along the timeline, streamlining the review process and providing easily accessible results.
VIGIL CLOUD SmartSearch provides seamless functionality between 3xLOGIC VIGIL server and
client-based solutions and our exciting Cloud offering. SmartSearch allows you to quickly filter or
narrow down your footage search results to areas of interest within a playback field-of view.

How does it work?
Simply select the region or regions of interest
and select “Apply Filter” search. Footage of any
motion detected within the region(s) is displayed
along the playback timeline for easy review. If
you don’t find the results you need, you can
refine your regions and search again. Motion
sensitivity can also be adjusted higher or lower
to further refine your results. From your search
results, you can capture video clips and/or still
images to save into a new or existing case.

Benefits:
»

More efficient video footage searches.

»

Quickly navigate through large amounts of
video.

»

Narrow down search results to areas
of interest.

»

Now available in VIGIL CLOUD mobile app.
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VIGIL CLOUD

Mobile
App
Although traditional laptops are more
lightweight and portable than ever, they’re not
always convenient for quickly looking at live
video or following along on a case. The VIGIL
CLOUD™ Mobile App provides convenience for
those who want to complete critical tasks within
VIGIL CLOUD quickly.

The mobile application is intended to make tasks like viewing video/playback, case management,
and viewing and reacting to notifications available through common gestures and movements users
already know and use in other mobile applications.
The VIGIL CLOUD native Mobile App provides easy access to the VIGIL CLOUD application for
users who are away from their computer, offering the ability to view live cameras, play back footage,
comment on cases, and react to notifications from their existing iOS and Android smartphones.

How does it work?

Benefits:

Users simply need an existing VIGIL CLOUD
account with at least one camera connected.
Once they have created a username and
password, they can download the application
from the appropriate mobile app store.

»

Users can access VIGIL CLOUD while away
from their laptop or desktop.

»

Quickly and easily navigate through the
VIGIL CLOUD application’s most important
features.

»

Remotely manage permissions and users
from your mobile device.

»

Access to all your video and case
management data is available anytime,
anywhere, from any device.

»

VIGIL NVR Plug-In - Extend the capabilities
of the solution with other manufacturers’
cameras.

»

Parity with web application.

»

Bring on-prem server redundancy.
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VIGIL CLOUD

VIGIL CLOUD
ENHANCEMENTS

3xLOGIC’s VIGIL CLOUD solution has been enhanced to include additional features and functionality,
which provide huge benefits to both dealers and end users. Improved dealer functionality means
more opportunities for dealers to generate increased ROI and RMR, installation is now quicker and
easier, and the remote management is more efficient than ever. The user now has more control, they
have the choice to select 5MP @resolution and up to 365 days retention option per camera. The Case
Management feature is now available on the easy-to-use mobile app allowing the flexibility for the user
to be in control anywhere and anytime.

5MP Resolution Support
When onboarding a camera, dealers can now offer
their customers 5MP resolution support to its
retention options, this is in addition to the 2MP
support already available. Other benefits of the
5MP resolution support include:
»

Customer can change between 2MP and 5MP
resolution when required

»

VIGIL CLOUD cameras provide full MP support
with the purchase of the camera

»

Enhanced VIGIL CLOUD NVR Plugin Capability Users can stream to VIGIL CLOUD for retention
while at the same time maintaining visibility on
the NVR with no configuration changes

»

5MP support customers will now have 25GB
of case management storage available per
camera (2MP support provides 10GB storage
per camera)
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VIGIL CLOUD

180/365 Day Retention
Options
Additional retention options for 2MP and 5MP resolutions are
now available for VIGIL CLOUD. Dealers will now have optional
180 or 365 day retention options per camera.
As always, dealers can mix/match retention options based on
the critical needs of the customers.

365

Case Management on Mobile App
VIGIL CLOUD’s best in class video collaboration functionality Case Management feature has been extended from its web
application to our easy-to-use mobile app.
Customers can utilize case management features including:

»

Build cases in the cloud with video clips and
screenshots from one or more cameras

»

Share cases with team members for review,
comment, and resolution

»

Easily download clips and still shots

»

Find cases by resolution status, location or incident
type

Dealer Functionality on Mobile
App
VIGIL CLOUD is re-defining the way dealers onboard customers and
cameras with the introduction of dealer functionality in our
VIGIL CLOUD web app, this provides some great benefits:

»

Increased ROI and RMR (Recurring Monthly
Revenue)

»

Easily onboard cameras by using QR scans,
greatly improving installation time and setup

»

Remote Maintenance

»

Manage all customers and locations easily using
our intuitive CLOUD workflow

»

Identify customers and cameras that need attention
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VIGIL CLOUD

Are You Ready
For The Future?
Leveraging Video As The Verifier
»

Cloud hosted video powered by Amazon Web Services

»

Creating Efficiencies

»

Searching and creating cases directly in the dashboard, saving time, money, and resources

»

Anytime, Anywhere, Any Device

»

Easy to use video management platform

»

Using data to become predictive and prescriptive
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VIGIL CLOUD

Case Studies
– VIGIL
CLOUD
VIGIL CLOUD extends the award-winning VIGIL
Video Management System into the cloud
with enhancements designed to harness the
power, scalability, and ease of use that are the
hallmarks of cloud services.

See the entire case study library HERE

Chariot Automotive
Solution: VIGIL CLOUD /
Cameras / VMS

Vertical: Retail
Chariot Automotive Group sells new and preowned vehicles at five locations in north-central
Indiana. They also provide quality parts and
exceptional customer service.
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United States Office
11899 Exit 5 Parkway,
Suite 100,
Fishers,
IN 46037

+1 (877) 3xLOGIC
or
+1 (877) 395-6442

UK & Europe Office
Signal House
15 Cofton Rd
Exeter
EX2 8QW
UK

+44 (0) 333 789 3300

3xLOGIC.com
Sales@3xLOGIC.com
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